A GLOBAL STRATEGY TO END WILDLIFE
ORGANIZED criminals engaged in the killing
of wildlife and trafficking of animal parts are
rapidly driving many of Earth’s most iconic
species towards extinction. Thousands of
elephants are killed illegally for their ivory,
rhinos for their horns, tigers for their bones
and other parts, pangolins for their meat and
scales, and so on. Beyond the devastation
to wildlife populations and corresponding
ecological disaster, wildlife crime also
fuels corruption, instability, and sometimes
militias and terrorists, thus jeopardizing
local livelihoods and undermining national
development strategies. Ending wildlife
crime is an urgent conservation, security,
and development priority.

CRIME

The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) is
helping tackle wildlife crime by implementing
a three-pronged global strategy to end this
international crisis. That strategy tackles
wildlife crime at all points along the illegal
trade chain, from protecting animals in the
wild to influencing consumer behavior.
It can be summarized simply:

INFORMATION
LE ADS TO ACTION
WCS translates critical scientific data into
conservation action. We are an established
leader in the collection and analysis of
scientific data on wildlife populations,
poaching, and trafficking. The results of
WCS studies directly inform strategies and
priorities and spur government action. In
2013, WCS and partners documented a loss
of two-thirds of all African forest elephants
over the prior 10 years. This contributed to
the CITES (the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora) decision to require key ivory
source, trafficking, and demand countries
to implement national ivory action plans or
face sanctions.

In 2010, WCS and its partners showed that
only 42 “tiger source sites,” encompassing only
6 percent of tiger range, harbored viable tiger
populations, focusing tiger conservation effort
on these. The news is not always bad—in 2005
WCS published data documenting a population
of 125,000 gorillas in northern Republic of
Congo, doubling the global count and spurring
the country to create Ntokou-Pikounda National
Park, and in 2007 WCS re-discovered the
great ungulate migrations of South Sudan,
encouraging the new country to include wildlife
conservation at the core of its development
strategy. Today WCS is a partner in the Great
Elephant Census, a Paul G. Allen Project, leading
the counts in Mozambique, Uganda, South
Sudan, DRC, CAR, Chad, Cameroon, Mali,
Burkina Faso, Benin, and Niger.

WCS landscapes and seascapes harbor
globally important populations of the iconic
and endangered species we are committed to
saving. The areas in which we work contain 40
percent of Asia’s elephants and 20 percent of
Africa’s elephant populations. This percentage
increases to nearly 30 percent for the African
forest elephant. Our global landscapes include

mobilizing payments for reduced deforestation,
helping people protect their crops and livestock
from human-wildlife conflict, and even direct
support for community-based enterprises.
WCS’s approach to stopping the killing has
a key advantage: it works. In five African parks
where WCS has been protecting elephants for
five years or more, elephant numbers have

WCS’S GLOBAL LANDSCAPES INCLUDE MORE THAN HALF OF THE
VIABLE SOURCE SITES FOR TIGERS AND MORE THAN 5,000 JAGUARS.

FIRST AND FORE MOST,
WE NEED TO STOP THE KILLING
Second, we provide support
OF AT-RISK SPECIES.
Collaborative partnerships with
communities and governments
are vital to protecting the
remaining populations of
threatened species. WCS does
this in three ways. First, we
help create protected areas
to permanently safeguard
important wildlife and wild
places. Since our founding in
1895 we have worked with
governments to help them
create over 288 protected
areas, from Kruger National
Park in South Africa in the
1920s to Wakhan, Afghanistan
in 2014 (see map).

to protected area managers
and rangers in many of the
most important landscapes
and seascapes in Africa, Asia,
and Latin America. We provide
equipment, training, and
mentoring for park guards;
aerial surveillance; outreach
and assistance to local
communities; accurate
information about the
status of wildlife populations
and the threats to them—
whatever is necessary to
help park managers and
local communities conserve
threatened animals and
protect them from poaching.

more than half of the viable source sites for
tigers and more than 5,000 jaguars, along
with myriad other species.
Third, we develop and implement new
approaches and technologies to help park
managers everywhere do their jobs better.
The latest of these is SMART—Spatial
Monitoring and Reporting Tool—an opensource software system that improves
anti-poaching efforts and overall law
enforcement in established conservation
areas and management zones. This userfriendly monitoring software employs GIS
technology that enables park guards and their
managers to track patrol locations and then
match this information to where wildlife and
poachers are concentrated. Developed and
implemented by a consortium of NGOs led by
WCS, SMART empowers and motivates guards,
helps park managers strategize effectively,
and fights corruption and inefficiency through
transparency. Today WCS is supporting
SMART in 70 terrestrial protected areas
in 18 countries, and 6 countries so far have
asked us to help roll out SMART across
their entire park networks.
Support from the people who live in
conservation landscapes is key to success.
Their information and assistance enables
us to identify, find, and apprehend wildlife
criminals. Everywhere WCS works, we aim
to help communities gain from conservation
and to minimize any cost to them. This
typically involves developing ecotourism,

remained steady or increased in spite of the
recent global poaching crisis. The Western
Ghats is home to the largest single Asian
elephant population in the world, and an over
25 year collaboration of local NGOs and local
government led by WCS has consistently and
dramatically reduced the threats to this critical
population. But working on the ground is not
enough—as global demand for wildlife products
has soared and criminal networks have been
attracted to wildlife trafficking, the cost and
difficulty of protection has increased—
hence the second and third prongs of
our strategy.

AFTER being killed, illegal animals, parts,
and products are trafficked to markets where
demand is high. Stopping the trafficking
of products from source sites to transit
countries and consumer markets is critical.
Across South and Southeast Asia, WCS has
developed and rolled out intelligence-based
enforcement with excellent results. Our
permanent field presence and strong ties to

and provide intelligence to the right people in
government so that they can take action. We
then assist courts and prosecutors to ensure
that criminals, particularly trafficking kingpins,
are effectively prosecuted and punished. This
approach has been extraordinarily successful—
in India and Indonesia alone, WCS has helped
apprehend over 650 traffickers, about 40 a
year. And most of these arrests lead to jail—

IN INDIA AND INDONESIA ALONE, WCS HAS HELPED APPREHEND
OVER 650 TRAFFICKERS, ABOUT 40 A YEAR.
local communities and governments enable
us to: prepare accurate, actionable analyses
of trafficking networks and traffickers;
identify priorities and transport bottlenecks;

in Indonesia the successful prosecution rate
is over 85 percent, compared to 5 percent for
wildlife crimes where we are not involved.
Today we are rolling out this approach
on a wider scale. Our new East Africa antitrafficking program includes major initiatives
in Mozambique, Tanzania, and Madagascar
led by an Africa-based intelligence analyst
with deep experience in fighting transnational
organized crime. In Central Africa we are a
founding partner of the EAGLE (Environmental
Activities for Governance and Law Enforcement)
affiliates in the Republic of Congo. WCS is also
leveraging our global footprint by developing
intercontinental linkages with our programs
in Vietnam and China.
This work in the field is supported by global
policy and advocacy. At CITES meetings we
advocate for more robust legal protections and
stronger enforcement—playing a key role in the
2013 meeting that required ivory trafficking
countries to implement national strategies and
restricted international trade in seven species

of sharks and rays. Today we are helping
seven countries in Africa and Asia prepare
and implement ivory strategies, including
inventorying national ivory stockpiles and
preparing for their destruction, preventing
future “leakage” into illegal markets.
Our policy team is led by senior staff with
decades of experience with CITES and other
intergovernmental fora, and we partner with

other NGOs, intergovernmental organizations,
and governments to achieve solid, enforceable
results protecting species.
In July 2015, the United Nations General
Assembly adopted a landmark resolution on
wildlife trafficking, on which WCS worked with
many governments; it calls on all members to
treat the issue as serious crime, and to take
multiple measures to eradicate illegal trade
in wildlife.

MADAGASCAR’S “IVORY”
WCS’s anti-trafficking efforts are not limited to animal products.
Our efforts also protect the valuable natural habitats and
resources within the key landscapes and seascapes where
we work. On one of the world’s most biodiverse islands,
trafficking in precious timber such as rosewood is wreaking
similar havoc to Africa’s ivory crisis. Following a coup d’état
in 2008 and skyrocketing global demand for Madagascar
rosewood (a CITES-listed species), illegal loggers and traffickers
descended on Madagascar’s forests, corrupting officials
and undoing fifteen years of conservation success. Today
WCS is working with the newly elected official government to
apprehend the traffickers, stop the illegal logging and illegal
trade out of Madagascar, and re-secure the heritage of the
Malagasy people.

WITHOUT the demand for illegal wildlife,
there would be no incentive for continued
poaching and trafficking. The final prong of
our strategy to end wildlife crime is deterring
consumers from buying illegal wildlife
products. Our approach is evidence-based:
we target key consumers and markets, drive
behavior change, and measure success.
Raising public awareness is not enough.
Most high value illegal wildlife products
are destined for Asia—about 70 percent
of illegal ivory goes to China, and people
in Vietnam and China are the greatest
consumers of rhino horn. But no country
is blameless, including the United States
and European nations. WCS works in these

So far seven million Chinese citizens have
taken action. We have also launched the
definitive Chinese language website on
elephants and ivory, and have reached millions
of travelers between China and Africa through
electronic billboards in Beijing and Guangzhou
airports. President Xi Jinping of China and
President Barack Obama of the United
States have declared that both countries will
“take significant and timely steps to halt the
domestic commercial trade of ivory.” We are
working to help achieve this.
The message must be clear from around
the world. While most illegal ivory is destined
for China and Southeast Asia, closing legal
internal ivory markets in the United States

WE ARE ACTIVELY WORKING TO ELIMINATE PUBLIC DEMAND FOR
ILLEGAL WILDLIFE PRODUCTS AND CLOSE IVORY MARKETS.
and other countries across the globe to
eliminate demand for illegal wildlife and
close ivory markets.
For elephants, a major problem is the
presence of legal domestic ivory markets in
many countries which allow illegal ivory to be
sold fradulently. In China we have launched a
social media strategy asking Chinese citizens
to make commitments not to buy ivory
and pressure their government to make
all domestic ivory sales illegal.

and Europe is vital as well, both for its own
sake and to send a message to Asia. WCS
launched the “96 Elephants” campaign
(representing the number of elephants
killed daily between 2010–2012) to do just
that. The US national regulations have been
strengthened and New York, New Jersey,
California, and Washington have led with
state bans; other states are considering
similar action.

TODAY
ELEPHANTS,
TOMORROW
ALL WILDLIFE
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JUST as Africa and Asia’s elephants have
become flagships for conserving some of
the world’s great savannahs and rainforests,
so the ivory crisis is focusing global attention
on the broader issue of wildlife crime.
WCS helped push for President Obama’s
Executive Order on Wildlife Trafficking,
and both our CEO and Vice President for
International Policy have been appointed
by the White House to serve on its Advisory
Committee. We are also working with
European governments and the European
Union on their strategies. In learning how to
save elephants—stop the killing, stop the
trafficking, stop the demand—we’ve learned
how to curtail illegal trade in products of
other wildlife species and bequeath a living
world rich in wildlife to our descendants.
We hope that you will join us in this
critical effort.
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